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TOP 10 OF THE LATEST JAMES BOND FILM 

LOCATIONS  

 

 

Delayed for one year and a half, and 

after a world premiere in London that not 

even British royalty dared to miss, with 

Prince Charles, Camilla and the Dukes 

of Cambridge walking down the red 

carpet, No Time to...  

 

Read More 
on our website  

      
 

SKIING VACATIONS IN AUSTRIA 2021/22: WHAT 

CORONA RULES APPLY?  

 

 

Last year, skiing vacations in Austria 

were almost impossible: foreign tourists 

were banned from accommodation and 

quarantined, among other things, making 

a day trip impossible. In the coming 

winter season 2021/22,...  

 

Read More 
on our website  
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REMOTE WORK CHANGING THE REASONS FOR 

TRAVEL  

 

 

Traveling has been changing at its core 

during the past years, a change driven 

by the newfound flexibility of remote 

work or telecommuting.  

 

Read More 
on our website  

      
 

NORWAY LIFTS ALMOST ALL CORONA 

RESTRICTIONS  

 

 

Entering Norway has been difficult in 

recent months, especially for the 

unvaccinated travelers. But that is about 

to change. Thanks to a high vaccination 

rate, some Corona measures in the 

country will be relaxed.  

 

Read More 
on our website  

      
 

AUSTRALIA TO OPEN BORDERS BY THE END OF 

THE YEAR  
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Australia's borders have been closed for 

about 19 months now, and still the 

country can't get the coronavirus under 

control. Most recently, the case numbers 

skyrocketed in June - the seven-day 

incidence is currently...  

 

Read More 
on our website  

      
 

GERMAN TRAVELERS PREFER LONG-HAUL 

DESTINATIONS  

 

 

The German Airports Association (ADV) 

has published a report titled "Where is 

Germany flying to?", an analysis of 

German travelers’ demand from short-

haul and long-haul trips.  

 

Read More 
on our website  

      
 

TOURISM IN CRIMEA: RECORD NUMBER OF 

GUESTS  

 

 

The past summer was extremely 

successful for tourism in Crimea, despite 

weather disasters and the everlasting 

Covid-19 pandemic. In September, 

Sergei Aksenov, the head of the 

Crimean Republic, said that over the...  

 

Read More 
on our website  
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NEW PLATFORM FOR TOURISM ACTIVITIES 

LAUNCHED IN FRANCE  

 

 

Launched last week, the Alentour 

platform will allow tourists to find and 

book activities near their holiday 

destination.  

 

Read More 
on our website  

      
 

THAILAND PLANS TO LAUNCH "CRYPTO-

TOURISM"  

 

 

Thailand: beaches, picturesque islands, 

vacations, relaxation - and now its own 

utility token? The Tourism Authority of 

Thailand (TAT) is currently exploring 

whether its own utility token could have a 

positive impact...  

 

Read More 
on our website  

      
 

CAMBODIAN TOURISM AUTHORITIES PROMISE TO 

GUARANTEE HEALTH SAFETY  
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Cambodia will be a safe tourist 

destination as soon as it reopens in the 

coming weeks, thanks to the 

government's efforts to vaccinate almost 

the entire population, Prime Minister Hun 

Sen said.  

 

Read More 
on our website  

      
 

SWISS SUMMER SEASON 2021: FEWER LOCALS, 

MORE FOREIGN GUESTS  

 

 

During the summer season 2021, Swiss 

hotels were able to breathe a sigh of 

relief. According to a survey by 

HotellerieSuisse, 64 % of them achieved 

higher sales than in the same period of 

2020, with an average increase...  

 

Read More 
on our website  
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